






A No.6 WISDOM Outfit  This is
the Lorry outfit with a realistic Cab
& a Friction Motor. David Hobson
kindly  lent  me  his  still  strung
example,  complete  except  for
some  N&B  missing  from  a  split
plastic  bag.  The  notes  below
amplify those in 10/238-9.

The box measures  38½*28¼*
4½cm and the lid is in the usual
WISDOM style with,  in this  case,
the aprons and 4cm wide borders
around  the  transparent  centre  in
light  red.  The  yellow  and  black
wording  is:  MM  196 CONSTRUCTION

MODEL WISDOM/  MADE  IN  CHINA, plus
the  equivalents  in  French  and
Chinese.  Most  parts  are  strung
with white cord to a white moulded
plastic  tray,  with  the  small  parts
and  N&B  in  small  clear  plastic
bags, and the Top & Bottom Cab
parts  a  push-fit  in  their  compart-
ments. The contents are as given
in  the  MCS  Extra  Sheet  with,
where  relevant,  the  number  of
parts after the ‘/’. The Manual actually lists 2x ½" Pulleys ‘with
Boss’ but that should read ‘without Boss’. [In passing, the No.0
contents in MCS should show 4x 11⁄8" Rubber-tyred Wheels
instead of 4x 1½", see 10/239.]

The Parts  The windscreen & circular lights of the Cab Top
are  glazed,  and  the  Bottom  has  rudimentary  seats  &  a
translucent steering wheel (LHD) on an imitation yellow facia.
The nickel grille at the front has plastic headlamps with plastic
inserts lower down (turn indicators?) – they are yellow & green
respectively but are shown clear & red in the Manual. The Cab
parts & the Chassis are assembled by pushing tabs into slots,
and the result is perfectly rigid without needing to bend any of
the  tabs.  The assembled  Cab is  smaller  than I’d  expected,
about 7*7cm in plan and 6cm high, giving only a little over half
the volume of the MECCANO version. The smaller size only
allows  the 11⁄8"  Wheel  to  be used and both the Cab & the
Wheel look too small in many of the models. Perhaps the Cab
was originally used as part  of  a non-constructional  toy. The
11⁄8" Wheel is just like that in the No.0 except that the hub cap
has an impressed pattern around its circumference – it  can
just be seen in the model top right. This Wheel is supposed to
push onto the output shaft of the friction motor but this would
be  very  difficult  because  its  bore  is  unchanged  from  the
standard meant to push onto 2.6mm Ø Axle, and the 3.0mm Ø
motor  shaft  is  appreciably  bigger.  The  Mudguard,  called  a
Slotted Bent Strip in MCS, can be seen over the rear Wheel in
the model,  it’s  like an M215 but flat  in the centre  with quite
sharp bends near the beginning of the slotted holes.

As can be seen the Cab Top is white, the Bottom metallic
red, and the Chassis has a black crackle finish. The standard
parts comprise nickel Strips, Brackets, Pulleys, etc, as usual,
with  the  other  metal  parts  light  blue  (not  the  shade  in  the
manual  model),  and  the  Plastic  Flexible  Plates  yellow.  The
Cord is white, and the ½" Pulley red plastic.

The Manual has 28 unnumbered pages, 175*112mm, plus
covers,  all  plain  except  the  front,  shown  right.  The  name
WISDOM is used in the Intro on page 4. The text is in English
& Chinese except for MODELE DE CONSTRUCTION on p1. p2 is
blank, the intro is on pp3-4, the set contents on pp5-7, & the
illustrated parts  in colour  on p8. Then 20 models,  one to a
page, with one colour photo and a list of parts for each. The
first one is CRANE (as on the MCS Extra Sheet) and the last
Watering Vehicle.  The Titter Truck in OSN 10 is among the

other models and they are a fair selection, apart from the size
of the Cab already mentioned. The Excavator above, full-size,
is a fair example.

Other Sets  Two sets seen on Ebay have similar boxes
but with darkish red lids, and the blue parts in them are more
the  colour  in  the  Manual.  In  one
case  a  different  manual  cover,
right,  is  shown;  in  the  other  the
manual  is  open  with  a  model  on
each  page,  identical  to  ones  in
David’s  manual,  but  on  different
pages.

Two forms of the Cab Top are known. In the present set it
is a metal pressing with the glazing held by tabs in a narrow
nickel  frame,  and this  frame has a tab on each side which
push into a slot in each front Cab pillar. It is most likely that all
the pieces were assembled in the factory. The other type can
be seen in photos kindly sent by Don Redmond. The Cab Top
is a white plastic moulding, and the Screen is a separate part,
a shaped clear panel with 2 lugs on the top edge & one on the
bottom. The bottom lug is pushed into a slot in the Cab Bottom
and then the Screen is held by the top lugs engaging slots in
the roof of the Cab Top, as it is put in place. These 3 slots are
not in David’s parts. One other detail, Don’s headlamps & turn
indicators are clear & red as in the Manual models.
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